DES MOINES BREAKFAST FOR CHILDREN
RALLY ATTACKED BY PIGS

Pig power structure shows its pigish nature: Des Moines Panthers and Community people viciously attacked at a rally; Purpose of the rally was to solicit support for the Panther Party and its programs; raise money and obtain volunteers AND to correct mistaken ideas about the Party, Thus further politically educating the people.

On April 15, 1969, the Black Panther Party of Des Moines held a "Free breakfast for school children" rally to solicit support of the people for the program and to receive some donations to further implement that program and other Community Programs. During the greater part of the rally we were constantly under surveillance by 100 more than one or two patrol cars. Toward the conclusion of the rally more pigs surrounded the parking area of Good Park (approachment 17 to 19). During the yelling of the sound equipment had been dismantled and was in a huddle in the process of being loaded into the car when the pigs in unison ascended the hill and came over to us and told us to discontinue the use of the equipment because we did not have a permit to use it. Well Right CN: We told them that the equipment was being loaded and we weren't using the equipment so what was the problem? Charles Knox, Deputy Minister of Education, was then informed that we were under arrest. He was told about the charges he was told he was being arrested for "inciting to riot". Vomiting the heaviest incident, most of the brothers and sisters came over to demand that Charlie be freed because he was within his rights, which touched off a situation -- where the pigs began to swing and sock, slandering all over themselves. Right at the back of the crowd were some whites who were trying to make contact with their skiheads. At this point several people were arrested including Black Panthers (Tony Rahn and Steven Crowe). Finding the pain of questions suffered there, the brothers moved off into University Avenue, the main street of the Black Community. Here more brothers and sisters were arrested, some beaten, and

There's a lot of questions left unanswered. Maybe things will come in light at the trials of those arrested (April 29, 1969, at 10:30 p.m.). Maybe through the line and trumped-up statements we will see the falseness and insincerity. The Black Community is getting national publicity as to how to make a transition. Who do they think they scare? All they have accomplished is to make the people of the community, especially the young who saw the videotape, more responsive to what we have to say. The people will never forget the scene of pigs holding blacks on the Panther headquarters Sunday -- while they continued to harass the members of the Black Community. The sky has come -- and oppressed people all over the world are rising up against the oppressor -- and by any means necessary. The Black Panther Party recognizes this very vital fact the support and spirit of the people is much greater than the pig power structure's technology. Far is the final outcome -- it will be people who will change and make history, not systems of vicious - subcontracting - middle-class pigs. The people will be victorious!!

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE

BLACK POWER TO BLACK PEOPLE

PANTHER POWER TO THE VANQUISHED

FREE HOOVER
FREE BŒMISSE "NOW!"
FREE THE DES Moines "NOW!"
FREE THE DES Moines "NOW!"
FREE THE NEW YORK "NOW!"
FREE ALL POLITICAL PRISONERS.
PIGS BOMB DES MOINES PANTHER HEADQUARTERS

Damage is inspected by Li. Steve Green and deputy Min. of Ed. Charles Knox

On Saturday, April 28, 1968, at the "pigs" were inside of the head- a truck and a car sitting next to the door to the Des Moines, Iowa. We con- clusion. The Vietnamese people that the pigs were not shot but rather essay that the pigs came to the Panther headquarters, 1303 11th St. hurt. They were shooting and trying to "pigs" with intentions to massed brothers were attempting to drive the Pigs members by holding them began to mass and arrest it. The telephone still works. We have
kill all those present in the to recover valuable party equipment shot guns on the headquarters under "legislative just in which a minigun machine and tape- headquarter... another attempt to carry on political work. After the pretense of trying to save people they used the opportunity to loot and enjoin, so right on. We are not going to let leadership of the Panther being masked. Three brothers who while holding guard (on private property). It's another implication anywhere. And if they next move. Five Panthers and two Detro- were in the headquarters were at - poe without a search warrant- that the pigs people massed at the back and finished the job they can
there for training" were done. Rested for damages and the "pigs" stick to the building and time were not killed. From this we try to it. The Panther in the image tells us that the black community can feel it's been attacked by some arrogant pigs.

Charles Knox, Deputy Minister of Education, Li. Steve Green, head of arrested.

"We're all for it... The ones who did it... Newton like that..." Fowler, private, Cube DePaulis, in charge for Charles Knox, Deputy Minister of Education for assault (Panther Party)

traching. Brothers inside of head- and battery with intent to do great. The report spic
that we're up against, has made it. And several cut with firing guns. Four houses in the area were destroyed... other effort to destroy, cripple or

After bombing Pigs inspect their work

Nearby house damaged by blast

20 to 30 seconds after the blast, aged in addition to three houses, kill off the Black Liberation move...
Des Moines Panthers try to halt free breakfast program through terror

The Des Moines Black Panther Party's headquarters was bombed Sunday, April 27, at midnight. Excessive damage was done to the headquarters as well as to surrounding homes and a recreation center in the black community was damaged one month ago. The Panthers were attacked in Coode Park two weeks ago while holding a rally in honor of the "Feed the School Children" program.

The cops were around the homes within 30 seconds after the bombing. One cop pulled a gun on everyone to carry out their 10-point program which benefits all people.

No Panthers were killed in blast

The Panthers were arrested for "blatant, empty, and dishonest terror." The ruling class (the people who own the banks, industries and land) and the cops who carry out the banker's laws protect their wealth. The Panthers are afraid because the cops are building a movement in Des Moines and are getting support in the community. The Panthers are accusing Black people about their history. They are filling the empty homes of school children, black and white. They are working to get control of the community. One cop pulled a gun on everyone to carry out their 10-point program which benefits all people.

The Panthers are beginning to realize their headquarters is a safe haven to avoid class struggle. By exposing the literature, typography and tool for true economic and political education, the Panthers are forcing the cops to break down. The cops are ordering the Panthers to turn in their literature. The ruling class makes large profits from the exploitation of black workers by the police system which is based on the exploitation of workers to increase their profits. The ruling class makes large profits from the exploitation of all workers by the police system which is based on the exploitation of workers to increase their profits. The cops are trying to stop the Panthers from carrying out their 10-point program.

Three Panthers were arrested for "looting a car" and "unlawful assembly." One cop from the community came to the defense of the Panthers and they were nowhere and not by the cops.

The Panthers have, in the last few months, been constant harassment and nuisance terror. The ruling class (the people who own the banks, industries and land) and the cops who carry out the banker's laws protect their wealth. The Panthers are afraid because the cops are building a movement in Des Moines and are getting support in the community. The Panthers are accusing Black people about their history. They are filling the empty homes of school children, black and white. They are working to get control of the community. One cop pulled a gun on everyone to carry out their 10-point program which benefits all people.

Neighbours auto destroyed with home

Des Moines Panthers determined to defend community
The recent bombing of the Des Moines Panther Party Headquarters by a black extremist, Smith felt, was the result of the Party's public stance against the police and militarization of the Black community. Smith described the action as silent, with the three explosions occurring simultaneously. The police had not been informed of the attack and were not present at the time of the bombings.

The Party's response was immediate. A statement was released condemning the violence and calling for peace. The Party declared that they were under attack by the police and called for solidarity with other oppressed groups. They also announced that they would continue to fight for their rights and would not be deterred by the bombings.

The Party's headquarters were located in a building that had been under police surveillance for months. The Party had been actively engaged in protests against police brutality and had called for the de-escalation of police violence against Black communities. The Party's leaders were determined to continue their struggle against the police and against the system that allowed them to operate with impunity.

The Party's statement was widely circulated and received widespread support. Other Black organizations and individuals joined the Party in calling for peace and an end to the violence. The Party's leaders were confident that they could continue to operate despite the challenges they faced.